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A subset X of a free monoid A * is said to be unavoidable if all but finitely many words in A * 
contain some word of X as a subword. A. Ehrenfeucht has conjectured that every unavoidable 
set X is extendible in the sense that there exist XE X and aE A such that (X- {x))U {xa} is itself 
unavoidable. This problem remains open, we give some partial solutions and show how to 
efficiently test unavoidability, extendibility and other properties of X related to the problem. 
1. Introduction 
A subset X of a free monoid A * is said to be unavoidable, if all but finitely many 
words in A * contain some word of X as a subword. Ehrenfeucht has conjectured 
that provided A is finite, every unavoidable set Xis extendible in the sense that there 
exist XEX and aEA such that (X\ {x))U{xa} is itself unavoidable. 
The purpose of this paper is, after having introduced the main notions of 
unavoidability and extendibility in Section 2 and having shown that we can restrict 
ourselves to finite sets, to present the following result. 
In Section 3 we consider the computational aspect of the problem. Indeed, we 
associate with every finite subset X a finite deterministic automaton and we show 
how to use it to deduce the properties of X related to the problem. 
In Section 4 we give a partial solution to the conjecture in two special cases. As 
a consequence of the second case, we show that Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture is 
equivalent to the statement where the word ‘extendible’ need not necessarily mean 
extendible to the right as is implied by the above definition, but rather extendible 
either to the right or to the left. 
Section 5 presents a reduction result which shows, via an encoding, that the con- 
jecture need only be proved for highly restricted finite subsets of {a, b}*. 
* This research was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, 
under the grant No. A-7403. 
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2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper, A is a fixed finite alphabet containing at least two 
symbols. We denote by A * the free monoid it generates and by 1 the unit or empty 
word. As usual we denote by ]uI the length of the word UEA* and by A+ the set 
of words of nonzero length: 
The partial ordering on A * ‘prefix of’ is denoted by I: USIJ iff there exists 
WEA* such that u=uw. We write u<o if UIU and u#o. 
Assume we have IJ = w,uwz for some words u, u, wI, w2. Then u is a subword of 
u. If WI (resp. w2) is the empty word, then u is a prefix (resp. a suffix) of u. 
For any set S, we denote by ISI its cardinality. 
In the sequel, XCA + is a fixed set. 
2.1. Unavoidability, extendibility 
We are interested in the set of all words in A* which have no element of X as a 
subword. When this set is finite, X is unavoidable. 
More formally, a word w EA * avoids X if no subword of w belongs to X: 
w $ A *XA *. Furthermore X is avoidable if there exist infinitely many words in A * 
avoiding it. When X is not avoidable, it is unavoidable which amounts to saying that 
there exists an integer n>O such that: 
(2.1) A”A*~A*XA*. 
Assume X is unavoidable. An element x E X is extendible by the letter a E A (or 
simply extendible) if Y = (X\ {x))U {xa} is itself unavoidable. In this case, Y is an 
extension of X. Furthermore, X is extendible if it possesses some extendible element. 
Example 2.1. With A = {a, b}, X= {aaa, ab, bbb} is unavoidable since: 
A*\A*X,4*=(,4*\A*abA*)\A*(a3,b3}A* 
=(b*a*)\A*{a3,b3}.4*={a’bj10Si,jr2}. 
The word ab is not extendible. Indeed, Y, = {aaa, aba, bbb} is avoidable because 
of (bba) *n Y, = 0 and so is Y, = {aaa, abb, bbb} because of (ab) *n Y, = 0. However 
X is extendible in different ways. For example, {aaaa, ab, bbb) is unavoidable. 
We recall that the problem we are dealing with is the following: 
Conjecture I. Every unavoidable set is extendible. 
We shall now show that the conjecture need only be proved for finite unavoidable 
sets. 
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Assume XC A + is unavoidable. Then it is minimal if no proper subset Y I; X is 
unavoidable. 
Example 2.2. With A = {a, b}, X=A’ is unavoidable. However, it is not minimal 
since Y = { a2, ab, b2) is unavoidable. 
The following observation is straightforward: 
(2.2) Let Y c A *XA * be unavoidable. Then X is unavoidable. 
As a consequence we have: 
(2.3) The set XGA + is unavoidable iff the set X1 =X \ (A *XA + VA +XA *) is 
unavoidable. 
In particular we say that XC A+ is normal if Xn(A*XA+ UA+XA*)=0, that 
is if no word of X is a proper subword of an other word of X. 
Thus we have: 
(2.4) If XC A+ is a minimal unavoidable set, it is normal. 
Assume now that X is unavoidable and normal. Then by (2.1) all words of length 
n contain a subword in X. This shows that the length of the words of X is bounded 
by n. 
In view of (2.4) we obtain: 
(2.5) If XC A+ is a minimal unavoidable set, it is finite. 
With the help of this last observation we shall restrict ourselves, from now on, 
to finite unavoidable sets. 
2.2. Preliminary results on unavoidable sets 
We first recall two known estimates on the number n appearing in (2.1) and on 
the cardinality of unavoidable sets. 
Assume n is the minimum value for which (2.1) holds. Then the maximum length 
of a word avoiding X is equal to n - 1. As we shall see in the next section, this 
number is bounded by /A(” where m is the maximum length of the words of X. In 
the case of unavoidable sets consisting only of words of the same length, we have 
the following result (cf. (I]): 
Theorem 2.1. Let m>O be an integer and Xc A". If there exists a word of length 
1 AIma ’ + m - 1 avoiding X, then X is avoidable. 
Furthermore, for all m > 0 there exists an unavoidable subset XI; A* and a word 
of length IAl”‘-’ + m - 2 which avoids it. 
With respect to the cardinality of unavoidable subsets we have (cf. [3]): 
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Theorem 2.2. If XC_ Am is unavoidable, then 
(Xl~~Al’“/t?L 
We now relate unavoidable sets to some conditions involving sets of infinite 
words. These conditions are equivalent to condition (2.1) and prove useful in the 
sequel. 
Let A w, “A and wAw be respectively the set of all right infinite, left infinite, and 
two-way infinite words. Thus, typically aoal a2 0.. , --- a_za_ I a0 and -0. a_ I aoa, ..- 
with ai E A are elements of A w, WA and WA” respectively. 
translation: ... a_ ,aOal -a- = --- b _ , bob, e-e if there exists an 
integer teZ such that ai=b;+, for all iEZ. Given ucA+, we let P=uu... cAW, 
Wu= . ..uucWA and wuw=...uuu... 
implications (2.1) * (i) and (i) = (iii) are straightforward. 
contradiction that X is avoidable. Since X is finite, the infinite set 
A* \ A*XA* is rational, and by the pumping lemma there exist two words IVVE A* 
and u E A + such that wu” $ A *X,4 * for all n 2 0. Thus, uw B A *XAw contradicting 
implications (2.1) 4 (ii), (ii) = (iv) and (iv)=, (2.1) can be proven similarly. 0 
Using condition (i) of the previous lemma we obtain: 
(2.6) Let XE X. Then X is unavoidable iff (X\ {x})UxA is itself 
2.3. A reformulation 
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(2.8) If Y is an extension of X, then X4 Y. 
Now we show that the minimality of unavoidable sets is preserved by extension. 
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a minimal unavoidable set. If Y is an unavoidable set such 
that XI Y, then Y is minimal. 
Proof. By hypothesis, for some integer nr0 we have X= {x,},.~~,,, Y= ~~~~~~~~~ 
and xisyi for 1 siln. 
Assume the contrary, that is there exists yi E Y such that Y \ {vi 1 is unavoidable. 
Then because X\ (xi} zz Y \ {ui}, (2.2) and (2.7) imply that X\ IXi} is unavoid- 
able, a contradiction. 0 
We may now restate Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture in terms of infinite extensions. 
Lemma 2.5. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) For every unavoidable set XC A + there exist XE X and a E A such that 
Y = (X \ {x)) U {xa} is unavoidable. 
(ii) For every unavoidable set XC A+ there exist XE X and an infinite sequence 
a,,a, ,..., ai,-.- where ai E A such that X, = (X \ {x}) U {xal a2 --- a”} is unavoidable 
for alI n>O. 
(iii) For every unavoidable set XC A+, there exist x E X and an infinite sequence 
0.. where x,EA’, such that X,, = (X \ {x)) U {xx, -.*x,,} is unavoidable 
Proof. Because of (2.2) and (2.8) statements (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. Clearly (ii) 
implies (i). 
Now (i) implies that there exists an infinite sequence X< Y, < *-- < Y;C .a. of 
unavoidable sets. Since X is finite, there exist an infinite subsequence i, <i2< -.- < 
I,<--- and an infinite sequencex<x,<x2<---<x,<..- such that xEXandx,E Yin 
for all n> 0. Define X, = (X \ {x>)U {x,} S Yin. Because of assertion (2.2), X,, is 
unavoidable, thus completing the proof. Cl 
Whenever x satisfies condition (ii) or (iii), we say that it is infinitely extendible. 
3. An automaton recognizing A * \ A *XA * 
With every normal subset X, we associate a finite deterministic (in general non- 
minimal) automaton recognizing the set of words avoiding X. Next we provide an 
efficient algorithm to decide whether or not X is unavoidable, and moreover, when 
it is, whether or not it is extendible and minimal. 
We denote by P(X) the set of all prefixes of all words in X. Let s be the partial 
function undefined over A *XA +, which to every word w E A * \ A *XA + assigns 
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the longest word UEP(X) which is a suffix of W. 
Let f be the equivalence relation defined on A * by wI = w2 iff either w,, w2 
both belong to A *XA * or s(w,) =s(w2). Since X is normal, = is a right con- 
gruence, and we may consider a transition function I : P(X) x A -*P(X) undefined 
on Xx A, and otherwise satisfying: 
A(w, a) = s(wa). 
Taking P(X) as the set of states, (1) as the initial state, P(X) \ X as the set of 
final states and A as the transition function, we obtain a finite deterministic 
automaton recognizing L = A * \ A *XA *. Thus X is unavoidable iff L is finite. This 
again amounts to saying in terms of the state diagram of the automaton, that X is 
unavoidable iff there is no cycle in the state diagram. 
Abusing terminology somewhat, we refer to the above automaton as the ‘auto- 
maton of X’ and we shall denote it by A(X). If necessary, we shall write s, and I, 
instead of L and s, to remind ourselves to which set X these partial functions refer. 
For the pictorial representation of A(X) we first draw the usual tree hanging from 
its root whose leaves are the elements of X and whose internal nodes are all proper 
prefixes P(X) \ X. In order to complete the automaton, i.e. to define the transitions 
A(w, a) where w E P(X) \ X and WCI I$ P(X), it helps to observe that if c, d E A and 
cw E P(X) \ X satisfy cwd$ P(X), then I(cw, d) = A(w, d). The transitions on the 
prefixes may thus be easily computed by increasing lengths. 
Example 3.1. A = {a,b}, X= { u4, a2bu, bub, b’). The diagram of A(X) is: 
A@, b) = A( 1,b) = b, 
I(bu, u) = ~.(a, a) = au, 
~(uuu, 6) = A(au, 6) = uab, 
A(aub, b) = ci(ub, b) = b2. 
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3. I. Unavoidability 
For the previous example, the state diagram immediately shows that there is no 
cycle. However for more complex examples, a visual inspection is insufficient. We 
need a more efficient procedure. 
It is standard to associate with each letter a E A a square matrix indexed by P(X), 
and having at position (p,p’) a 1 if A@, a) =p’ and 0 otherwise. 
The following result amounts to showing how to simultaneously triangulate, if 
possible, the matrices associated with all aEA, by a mere permutation of the 
columns. 
Theorem A subset s A is unavoidable there exists function f P(X)+ N 
the two 
(0 f(l)=O, 
(ii) f(p) = 1 + max{ f (p’)(&‘p’, a) =p for some a E A}. 
Proof. Condition (ii) implies f(Q,u))zf(P) + ju( whenever 20, u) is defined, 
which shows that the automaton has no cycle, that is X is unavoidable. 
Conversely, if X is unavoidable, for all PEP(X) let f(p) be the length of the 
longest word w E A *such that A( 1, w) =p. Then f satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). 0 
Example 3.1 (continued). The corresponding values of the function f are shown in 
the diagram as node labels. 
3.2. Extendibility 
By definition, in order to check whether or not a given unavoidable set X is 
extendible, it suffices to verify that for some XEX and some aE A, (X\ {x})U 
{xa} = Y is unavoidable. We know from the previous subsection, how to verify 
whether or not Y is unavoidable. It thus suffices to know how to construct its 
automaton, that is to show how the automaton A(X) is modified by an extension. 
Proposition 3.2. Let Xc A+ be a normal unavoidable set, XE X and a E A. 
Consider Y = (X \ (x}) U {xa} and observe that P(Y) = P(X) U {xa}. 
Then the transition function I y of the automaton of Y satisfies for all 
PEP(X)\ {x} and bEA: 
A&, 6) = A,& b). 
Proof. Assume the contrary, that is Au@, b)+lx(p, b) for some PEP(X) \ {x} 
and b E A. Then A&, b) =xa, i.e. p = ux for some u E A+ which violates the hypo- 
thesis that X is normal. Cl 
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3.3. Minimality 
The following lemma shows that if X is a minimal unavoidable set, then every 
word of X which can be extended, can only be extended by one letter of the 
alphabet. 
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a minimal unavoidable set, x E X and a, b E A. If (X \ {x)) U 
LW and (X\ H)U Ixb) are both unavoidable, then a = b. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that for every xeX there exist a letter aeA and an 
infinite word SEAR having occurrences of x, no occurrence in X\ {x) and such 
that all occurrences of x are followed by the same letter aeA. In other words, all 
factorizations s = s, ysz with s, E A *, y E X and sz E A W imply y = x and s2 E aAw. 
Because of the minimality of X, there exists a word w having exactly two 
occurrences of x and no occurrence in X\ {x) : w = wIxuw2 = wluxw2 for some 
u,lJEA+. Equality xu = IJX implies x = (zf)‘z u = tz and IJ = zt for some z, t E A * and 
rZ?O. 
Consider the infinite word s = (zt)” and an occurrence of y E X in s: s = sI ys2 with 
sr E A * and s2 E AU. Because X is normal, y must be a subword of (zt)” ‘z = xu = DX 
which implies y = x. Now because the two occurrences of x in w are consecutive, we 
obtain sr E (zt)* and therefore s2 E (tz)” which completes the proof. 0 
As a consequence, we obtain a characterization of minimal unavoidable sets, 
which via Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 provides an efficient procedure to test 
minimality. 
Corollary 3.4. Let X be an unavoidable set. Then it is minimal iff for each x E X 
there exists at most one letter a E A such that X \ (x} U {xa} is unavoidable. 
4. Partial solutions 
In this section we consider two different conditions under which unavoidable sets 
are extendible. 
Among the words of an unavoidable set there is necessarily some power a” of 
any letter a EA. These words definitely play a special role and we are able to 
establish under which conditions they are extendible. 
In the second case, we try to formalize the intuition that if a minimal unavoidable 
set possesses some word x which is very long compared with all other words in X, 
then this word must be extendible. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a minimal unavoidable set and a’ E X for some n >O. Then 
a” is extendible iff Xn A %a” - ‘bA * = 0. 
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Proof. Assume first XflA *!~a”-‘bA *= 0. We shall show that any SE“‘A~ 
contains an occurrence of a word in Y = (X\ {a”}) U {d” ‘}. If it contains no 
occurrence of a”, then because X is unavoidable, s contains an occurrence of a 
word in X\ (a”} = Y\ {a”+’ }. So we may assume from now on that s contains 
some occurrences of a” and no occurrence of a” + ‘. 
Denote by s’E~,~~ the word obtained from s by substituting a”-’ for each 
occurrence of a” in s: 
s= *a* w_ ,x_ , w()x#-Jw,x, *a* wpxp”‘, 
where for all ieh we have w;~bA*nA*b\A*a”A* 
xi=a” and x;=a”-‘. 
Since X is unavoidable, s’ has some occurrence x in X\ {a”]. Because of the 
hypothesis, x is necessarily a subword of xi’._, wix,f for some i E E, i.e. a subword of 
xi_, wixi, thus proving one direction. 
Conversely, assume by contradiction that X contains a word XEA *ba”- ‘&I * 
and that a” can be extended. 
Since X is minimal there exists a two-way infinite word SE “AU which has some 
occurrences of x and no occurrence of any word from X\ {x). 
Denote by x’ the word obtained from x by substituting ba”b for the first 
occurrence of ba"- ’ b in x and by s’E~,~~ the two-way infinite word obtained 
from s by substituting x’ for all occurrences of x in s. Formally we have: 
where for all ie 72 we have 
wiEbA*flA*b, x; = an, xi=a”-‘, 
and there exist a suffix u of *** Wi_ rXi_ 1 wi and a prefix o of XiWi+ 1 a*- such that 
VXiU =x and VX~U =x’. 
Since Y=(X\ {a”})U{an+‘} is unavoidable, s’ contains some occurrence 
YE Y\ {a”+’ } =X\ {a”}. Because YflA*a”A*= {a”+‘>, y is necessarily a 
subword of xi_ I WiXi for some i E Z, i.e. y = x. But this contradicts the fact that xi’_, 
and x,! are two consecutive occurrences of a”. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a minimal unavoidable set and assume there exist an integer 
n>Oanda wordxexsuch that 1x153-2”+‘and JyjzznforaliyEX\{x). 
Then there exist u = u, u2 E A + and r > 0 satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) %” is the only two-way infinite word avoiding X \ {x}. 
(ii) ~=(u,u~)~u,. 
(iii) For all p 2 0, X, = (X \ {x]) U { (14, u~)~+%, } is unavoidable. 
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Proof. Observe first that (i) trivially implies (iii). Further, if UP’ is the only two- 
way infinite word avoiding X\ {x}, then x is a subword of this word. This means 
that there exists a word u’u” such that u=u”u’ and x=(u’u”)‘u’ for some integer 
F20. But W(~‘z/‘)m=W uwwhich shows that (i) implies (ii). 
We now turn to prove assertion (i). Given any state 4 of A(X\ (x)) we define: 
F,={w&4f(/l(q,w)=q} 
and we denote by Eq the subset of words in F4 which define an elementary cycle in 
the state diagram of the automaton, i.e. the words which satisfy: 
w=w*w2w3, m, w,) = P9 A@, wz) =p, A@, ~3) = 4, and 
w1 w3 + 1 
. . 
tmphes w,=l. 
Observe that all words in E4 are of length less than 2”+ ‘. 
Claim 1, There exists, up to a conjugacy class, a unique primitive word u EA +, 
such that EQ c u;, where uq is a conjugate of u depending only on 4. 
Let q,p be two states in the automaton A(X\ {x}), IJ E E4 and w E Ep. Then 9~~ 
and www avoid X\ (x}. Thus these two words have x as a common subword. Since 
1x1~ Iu[ + (w( - 1, by [2, Corollary I], u and w are powers of two conjugate primitive 
words. Thus there exist u,, u2 EA * with uI # 1, and i,j>O such that ulu2 is primitive 
and: 
(4.1) 0 = (U,UZ)‘, w = (UIU,)‘. 
It now suffices to prove that p = q implies u2 = 1. Thus, assume that p = q, and 
therefore u, w E E4. Then the words %ww and V” have a common subword x of 
length Ix(L(u( + (uwI - 1 which by the same result quoted above implies that 
UW=(U,U~)~(U~U~)~ is a power of some conjugate of uIu2. We obtain ulu2=u2uI, 
i.e., u2= 1 which proves the claim. 
Claim 2. F4 c ui holds for all q E P(X). 
Using Claim 1, assume by contradiction that for some state q and some word of 
minimal length w E F4 we have w 6 uqf . Then there exists a factorization w = wI ~2~3, 
with w, + 1 and w, w3 # 1 and a state p such that the following holds: 
L(q, w,) =P9 A(p, wz) =p and &J, w3) = q. 
By the minimality of IwJ, and the fact that wz and w3w1 belong to Fp we have 
w2 = u: and w3 w, = u{ for some i, j>O. Furthermore wI w3 E F4 implies wI w3 = u<. 
Now equality w3u{ = uj w3 implies w3uqk = pk 3 u w for any k>O. Thus w~w*w~w~= 
y&w, = w3uq icj, i.e., WEUq+, a contradiction. 
In order to complete the proof, it suffices to observe that for any primitive word 
u such that wuw avoids X\ {x}, there exists a state q and some integer i>O such 
that uie F4, which by Claim 2 shows that u is a conjugate of u. 3 
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As a consequence of this last result, we will show that Conjecture I is equivalent 
to its ‘two-way’ version where instead of extending to the right, we may extend in 
either direction. 
Conjecture II. For every finite unavoidable set Xc A + there exist x E X and a E A 
such that either (X \ {x))U {xa} or (X \ {x})U {ax} is unavoidable. 
Theorem 4.3. Conjectures I and II are equivalent. 
Proof. Obviously Conjecture I implies Conjecture II. We are going to prove that 
the reverse also holds. 
Let us say that an unavoidable set Y G A ’ is a two-way extension of the unavoid- 
able set Xc A+ if there exist XE X and aeA such that either 
Y=(X\ {x})U{xa} or Y=(X\ (x})U{ax}. 
If Conjecture II holds, then for any unavoidable set X there exists an infinite 
sequence YO, Y,, -*et Y,, .a- of subsets such that Y,=X, and Y,,, is a two-way 
extension of Yk for each kz0. Since X is finite there exist XE X, two sequences 
so,sI, . . ..s., a.0 and po,pl, “‘,pk, --. and a subsequence io, i,, “‘, ik, ... such that the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) pk”‘pOxsO”‘skE Yi,, 
(ii) (pk.“pOsO”- Sk\ is strictly increasing. 
Assume first that the sequence sO,slr .--,sk, ... contains infinitely many elements 
different from the empty word. Then, if necessary by considering a subsequence, 
we may assume that all elements are different from the empty word. By (2.2) all 
subsets X,=(X\ {X))u{XSo”- Sk) G Yi, are unavoidable, showing thus that x is 
infinitely extendible in the usual way. 
Assume next that the sequence po,pI, “‘,pk, .-- contains infinitely many elements 
different from the empty word. Then, as in the previous case, we may assume that 
they are all different from the empty word. By (2.2) all subsets X,=(X\ {x>)U 
{t)k”‘pOx) G Yjk are unavoidable. Thus, the word x is infinitely left extendible, 
and since Theorem 4.2 dually applies to left extendibility there exist u = 11, u2 E AC 
and r>O such that x=u,(u~u,)~ and such that all X,=(X\ {x})U{U~(~I~U,)~+~} 
are extendible. Now it suffices to observe that u,(u~u~)~+~=u,(u~u~)~(u~u~)~= 
x(u~u*)~ to show that X<X,c--.<X,<..- holds. 0 
5. A reduction result 
Let A={aj),,iSn and B=(a,b). Denote by y/:A*+B* the morphism defined 
by w(ai) = a’b for 15 is n and extend it in the usual way to AU, “A, and wAw (e.g. 
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~~(a,,a, ...) = ~&ae)w(a,)..-). Since the image ~(4) is a comma free code, I,V maps 
WA” bijectively onto l=“B” \ wB{anc’, b’)B”. 
Now with the set XCA+, we associate the set Y = 19(x) = bw(X) U {a”+ ‘, b’). 
This ‘encoding’, preserves the main properties of X as is now shown. 
Lemma 5.1. X is unavoidable (resp. unavoidable and minimal) iff Y is unavoidable 
(resp. unavoidable and minimal). 
Proof. We first verify that the following holds for all X: 
(5.1) (@AX/l “) = Itl “‘Bby/(X)B@‘. 
The inclusion G is obvious. Thus it suffices to prove IflWBbW(X)BWc 
w(~AXA~). Indeed, if w =zbv(x)tc I for some ZE~B, XEX and tc BW, then 
z~~Ba\~B{a”+‘, b’)B* and tEaBW\B*{a”+‘,b2}B”, i.e. z and t may be 
factorized in elements of v(A). Therefore there exist wI cWA and w26AW such that 
tp(w,)=tb and IJI(W~)= t which implies w= w(w,bw2). 
Now observe that wBw is partitioned into: 
Thus, the set Y= bt&X)U{a”+‘, b2} is unavoidable iff Ir WBby/(X)B”, i.e. 
because of (4.1), and the fact that ~JI maps “A” bijectively onto I, iff wAw= 
WAX,4”. This proves the first part of the proposition. 
The second part relies upon the fact that if Y’s Y is unavoidable then Y’n 
(a+Ub+)=Yn(a+Ub+)={a”+‘, b*}. Thus there exists an unavoidable proper 
subset X’G X iff there exists an unavoidable proper subset Y’c_ Y. Cl 
Using the same notations we have 
Lemma 5.2. Assume X is unavoidable. Then an element XE X is infinitely extend- 
ible iff the element by(x) E Y is infinitely extendible. 
Proof. If x is infinitely extendible, then there exists an infinite sequence 
aI, a2, “‘1 akr -** where UkeA for all k>O, such that X,=(X\ {x})U{xar”‘ak} is 
unavoidable. By the previous lemma, this shows that Yk’(Y\ {by/(x)})U 
{bw(xa, ...ak)I is unavoidable, which proves one direction. 
Now if by(x) is infinitely extendible, there exists an infinite sequence 
ut, u2, ‘**, ukr ... where uk=&b for some 1 li,Sn, such that Yk= (Y\ {bv(x)})U 
{bw(x)u, ...uk) is unavoidable. Because of the preceding lemma, Xk =(X\ {x})U 
{xv-‘(u,)‘.‘w-‘(u,)) is unavoidable, which completes the proof. 0 
Example 5.1. Consider A = {a, 6) and X= {a’,abab, b*}. Then X is unavoidable 
(basically for the same reasons as in Example 2.1) and abab is the only infinitely 
extendible element of X. Then by Theorem 4.1 and the two previous lemmas, the 
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subsets @(X)=&@‘(X)) are unavoidable for all k>O and have a unique 
infinitely extendible word W&(X). Furthermore the cardinality of ok(X) is equal to 
2k+3. In other words this shows that there are unavoidable sets of arbitrary 
cardinality having a unique infinitely extendible word. 
The following surprising result shows that Conjecture I need only be proven in 
the case B={a,b} and X17((a’Ub+)={a~,6~>. 
Theorem 5.3. Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture holds iff it holds for all unavoidable sets X 
over a binary alphabet B = {a, b} such that a3, b2 E X. 
Proof. Consider an unavoidable set Xg A ’ where iA ( = n 2 2. If X= A, then every 
element of X is infinitely extendible. Therefore assume Xf A. 
Let A = {ai 11 liSn be an enumeration of the alphabet and consider Y= bv(X) U 
{a3, b’}. 
Because of Lemma 5.1, Y is unavoidable. By Theorem 4.1, ant’ and b’ are not 
extendible. Thus, by hypothesis there exists some XE X such that bw(x) is infinitely 
extendible. By Lemma 5.2, XE X is itself infinitely extendible. 
If n=2, then we are done. Otherwise we repeat the same argument with 
YcB+. 0 
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